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Evalution at last

This is the last step to the activity after giving 
the visual aids to the students. The kit has a 
sheet with red and smiley cards.

Like this one, crease the black boundaries 
vertically and horizontally and cut it neatly.
Choose one leader for a day from the students 
and assign him/her the work of observation.

Ask the leader to give red cards to those who 
misbehave or hit and smiley card to those who 
are friendly and helpful. 

Next day see who collects more smiley cards 
and give a reward to one student.

If there is a tie then give more rewards. Also 
give a reward to the leader if you think he/she 
did a good job. 

None



Visual AidsDiscussionNarration

Put all the scenes in a sequence, the order 
number is mentioned at the back of each scene.

Hold each scene in front of the class and start 
the narration by reading the text in the scenes...

Go slowly and feel free to give examples if you 
have any after the narration. 

A Scene from the story

Order No.at the back of scene 

After the narration, ask the following questions 
in the class and wait for the kids to answer. 

After asking the kids, add to their answers with 
the anwers given below and conclude the 
discussion by telling the moral of the story.

Questions:-
Q1) Why did the goats drown?
Ans.) Because they were fighting.

Q2) Why were they fighting?
Ans.) Because they had pride.

Q3) What do we learn from this story?
Ans.) That we should never be proud and fight-
ing leads nowhere except our fall. Also, if we 
compromise on small things, we can make 
more friends. Otherwise we will also be like 
these silly goats in our life.

Conclusion- Pride leads to fall 

Show the worksheet to the class and ask them 
the question written on it.

Ask one question, let everyone anwer and then 
move to the next question.

Let everyone reply and give one other use of the 
object they have chosen. You can also add to 
the examples like,
Book- Reading, writing , as a hand fan when 
there is no electricity, learning, coloring, etc. 
Slippers- Foot safety, to keep feet clean,etc. 
Ruler- To draw lines/ shapes, measurement, etc.
Rolling pin- For roti, to make something flat, 
etc.

When everone has answered conclude the 
discussion.
Conclusion- Everything has so many other 
uses, should we still use these objects for hit-
ting? No we should not use. We should not hit 
each other.

Worksheet to be used 
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Can you identify the objects 
used for hitting? 

What else can we do with it? 
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